PREDA DOOR® NXT® HIGH PERFORMANCE DOOR

HIGH SPEED
PredaDoor NXT opens at up to 50 inches per second for improved traffic flow, productivity and energy savings for dependable day in, day out operation.

FULL PERIMETER SEALING
Brush seals at top and in each side column plus vinyl floor loop provide all-around seal security.

MAXIMUM SAFETY
Pathwatch® Safety Light System, dual photo eyes and bottom bar reversing edge - all standard safety features.

QUICK-SET™ & AUTO RESET
Quick-Set™ Break-Away™ tabs allow bottom bar to release in either direction. Automatic motor shutoff switch if bottom bar is impacted, with auto push-button bottom bar reset.

5-YEAR WARRANTY
PredaDoor NXT is backed by a 5-year limited warranty on motor/mechanical components and 2-ply Rylon® panel material; 2-year limited warranty on electrical components.

DURABLE MATERIALS
Puncture-resistant, vertically-flexible/laterally-stiff 2-ply Rylon® panel with integral aluminum wind ribs for uncompromising durability.

CONTROL & PERFORMANCE
Watertight, NEMA 4X System 4® door controller plus heavy duty gear box/motor for precise control of door positioning, speed adjustment and more.

MULTIPLE OPTIONS
Options include 3-ply Rylon® and USDA-compliant panel material, hood and motor covers and stainless steel components for clean room applications.

Discover why leading plant managers, engineers and contractors specify Rytec High Performance Doors.